Applied mathematicians, such as John Von Neumann, have had a great influence on the design of computers and have adapted them to address their problems such as the solution of optimal control problems, game theory and the numerical study of fluid flows. Ordinary differential equations and optimization problems were among the first to be solved after the Fortran language came into being, but computational fluid dynamics took much longer to mature, and one cannot still say that the partial differential equations of fluid mechanics are solvable using today's computers. For this reason such open problems still influence computer architectures. Nevertheless it is now possible to design a virtual aircraft prototype entirely and fairly accurately, and the impact of this technology is felt even more on software development for Computer Aided Design systems. This paper is a short history of the interaction between numerical simulations in engineering, and the development of hardware and software over the past thirty years based on the author's personal experience.
Computational Fluid Dynamics
From the very early age of computing up to the end of the cold war, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) was given top priority because of its applications to the design of fighter aircraft, and to the simulation of nuclear explosions.
The fundamental equations of fluid dynamics, the Navier Stokes equations, are non linear partial differential equations (PDE). They admit a number of simplifications corresponding to potential flow, boundary layer flow, Euler flow, etc. For airplanes each is useful in its own regime but ultimately the full compressible Navier-Stokes equations with turbulence modelling are necessary, together with sensitivity analysis, in order to carry out design improvements and optimizations for advanced aircraft.
By 1970 computers could solve fairly accurately large classes of optimization problems and ordinary differential equations. I had myself solved two of these in 1969 on a small computer which seemed to be used by no one else in the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department at the University of California, Berkeley. Thus I was almost using a personal computer! The program was typed on a paper ribbon or input directly on the console and, of course, a single spelling mistake was heavily punished.
The PDE of solid mechanics were among the first to be solved numerically using the Finite Element Method and in three dimensions (3D) even in the sixties; but translating the technique to fluid flows had not yet been done. Thus in those early days scientists at NASA, ONERA, the Los Alamos Laboratory and others where using the finite difference method which is an extension of the tools developped for the ordinary differential equations of rocket trajectory calculations. However, the finite difference method is not adapted to the complex shape of airplanes.
At Dassault Aviation in France, P. Perrier was a strong promoter of numerical simulation because he saw it to be the only way to compete with American industries which had much larger resources for wind tunnel testing. However the constraint was to use an arbitrary mesh. Among the first to solve a flow around an entire wing in 3D was J. Periaux at Dassault on an IBM 360; an example of the resulting computations is shown on Figure ? ?).
The Fortran IV language was used at that time via punched cards; graphics were displayed with a pen plotter, mostly on Benson tables, and we note that Benson was a French copmpany. At IRIA at the same time, during the period running from 1974 to 1988, the institute's mainframe computer was not connected to the Benson plotting table and a tedious manual data transfer on tape had to be used resulting in endless delay which required much good will on the part of the computer operators. Personal computers, the Apple II in 1978 in my case, were paving the way to a final relief from the arrogant abuse that some of us had to experience on the part of some computer centers.
The situation improved considerably at the end of the seventies with the advent of remote graphic terminals connected to virtual memory time-sharing systems, the Honeywell-Bull Multix machine in my case, which in my case meant the possibility of using a local Tektronics graphic display which was remotely connected to the time-sharing computer system. At this time computations for an entire aircraft covering compressible potential flow -a world premiere -were conducted at Dassault-Aviation with our collaboration (see Figure 2 ). This was followed soon after by A. Jameson's finite volume solution of Euler's equation around an almost complete aircraft frame.
Later the Apollo workstation made the biggest and final revolution in the laboratory; now the CPU and the graphics were tightly integrated in one machine and consequently greatly increased the number of computer runs that one could accomplish per day. Most importantly, people such as I became the operators of the computing resource and we were then motivated to learn much more about Computer Science itself, rather than just being numerical users of a remote computing resource.
This type of powerful workstation was used in competition, or in addition to, the minicomputers that were already commonly available at that time. Every decent Computational Fluid Dynamics laboratory had to acquire one of these expensive machines: a budget strain that forced us to hunt for industrial contracts, in itself not a bad thing after all, but also a significant strain on the frontier between applied research and commercial services. At that time, the technical stress was on mesh generation and three-dimensional graphic tools, as much as on algorithmic speedup.
Since that time, the working environment has not changed much. We still use powerful computer graphics on desktop machines with the possibility to defer computing to parallel clusters or mainframes supercomputers. However these set-ups are no longer a financial burden to most laboratories, and Computational Fluid Dynamics is available to everyone at the cost of a top end personal computer. 
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Open Problems
After fifty years of research on numerical analysis and methods, turbulence is still not fully understood. Depending on the situation, one may choose to use RANS (Reynold averaged Navier-Stokes equations) or LES (Large eddy simulations) or DES (Direct eddy simulations) with no certainty about the level of precision that may be attained for a given problem.
Better results are often synonimous with better and richer meshes, and there is still a great need for faster and better computers and better algorithms. It is now also possible to treat coupled problems, or so called "multiphysics" problems. For instance, it is possible to study the interactions between air flows and the structure of an aircraft when it turns, or of the aircraft's electromagnetic reflections during flight for radar studies, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Perhaps one day in the near future we may see a numerically perfectly optimized aircraft using active devices on deformable wings to provide less drag.
This short history has shown the importance of meshes and graphics, and jokingly some have said that CFD actually meant "color fluid dynamics". The present importance of Computer Aided Design systems could also have been predicted. Currently fluid flow modules and advanced mesh generation are not well embedded in Computer Aided Design systems, but we expect they will soon be. Also Computer Aided Design system developers are pressed to include parallelism and task decompositions because multiple core processors are becoming common in high performance computing engines and, more surprisingly, because of the cooperative effort that is required in the design of an aircraft. The problems encountered by aerospace companies such as EADS with its dual head leadership and its difficulties with subcontractors illustrate the importance of modular and concurrent engineering. Despite all of these unsolved problems, forty years of research have made possible the design of an aircraft without extensive wind tunnel testing, and the author himself would be quite willing to fly in such an "untested" vehicle: it is quite safe!
Computational Fluid Dynamics and Computer Science
Computational Fluid Dynamics has had a strong influence on high speed computing both in terms of hardware and on software tools. For instance the first parallel computer, the University of Illinois' ILIAC IV, was designed for aerospace applications. One important customer of the celebrated Connection Machine CM5 was the US Government's Los Alamos Laboratory. The Distributed Array Processor (DAP) at Queen Mary College in the UK was designed with meteorology in mind. Bjarne Stroustrup, who worked on the DAP, was certainly influenced by his difficulties on this machine when he later designed the C++ language. However, in the seventies and the eighties, teams of computer designers lived in their own world, while the CFD research community contributed very little to computer science. As we tried to explain earlier in this article, the "old" computing centers were "just a window and a counter" for the end user to submit punched card stacks.
Having worked on a variety of computers, and suffered greatly from their limitations, this author first learned computer assembly language. At the University of California at Berkeley in 1969, the only time one could access the punch card room without queuing was at 3 am! At D.A.M.T.P. in Cambridge, UK, in 1971 no one was interested in computing so we had the terminal for ourselves and the working conditions were good but it was impossible to produce a decent graphical plot directly from computer output. At IRIA in 1974, still then a rich institute with a large UNIVAC mainframe computer, it was impossible to access any documentation and the driver software for the Benson plotting table was never even written. That no one assigned this as a summer project for a computer science class illustrates well enough the ivory tower in which fundamental system design people were living in. In 1978 being the head of the computer center at the University of Paris 13, I was determined to stop such abuse, and it was not a small task. For instance, one day an operator threw the card deck of a student on the floor because it wasn't tidy enough to his taste. Basically the situation changed when personal computers arrived, to the great fear of the operators who immediately sensed the danger and refused to install them in our computer center. At DassaultAviation, the computing center was a true service but there too no one was allowed to tamper with the system, if ever one was tempted to struggle with the Job Control Language! The plunge of sophisticated users into computer science only came with the minicomputer era in the eighties. PDE solution software packages began to appear, such as Nastran for solid mechanics. For fluid mechanics, Phoenix and Fidap were fairly successful Fortran language based packages, but they would produce output for a specific graphics terminal such as the Tektronics terminal. The fight of the daywas to be able to port the code on a variety of hardware without having graphic standards such as OpenGL, and not having a user interface. This is to be compared with today's advanced finite element software such as Abaqus which can be interfaced with Computer Aided Design tools such as Catia. Many researchers trained in CFD went into computer graphics, and the first Computer Aided Design System was born in the French Laboratory LIMSI at Université Paris-Sud; so finally users were contributing to the user-friendliness of their machines through:
• Unified geometry input languages,
• Automatic mesh generators (EMC2 for example),
• Versatile libraries of flow solvers, and
• Visualization packages.
But one important item was still missing: a unified job submission system. This came with the Unix, DOS and Mac OS operating systems. Strangely enough at that time only a few CFD scientists saw the potential of personal computers, and yet twenty years later this is their tool of choice. Since then, the contribution of this community to computer science is much more visible: numerical analysts push the limits of languages such as C++ and invent new concepts such as "straights", "generic programming", and optimized templated libraries such as "Blitz". Furthermore most of the algorithms for the parallelization of a single task have been developped in the context of partial differential equation simulations (such as OpenMP, PVM, and MPI).
Conclusions
This fruitful interaction between supercomputing and the design of computers is not likely to stop. At present in centers for research in nuclear physics, which are often equipped with the largest available computers, software which is potentially useful to many communities of users is being developed, offering capabilities such as high speed retrieval of large data sets, break points in parallel programs for effective recovery and restart, parallel visualization, and multithreading/domain-decomposition optimizers. Thus numerical science is finally contributing significantly to the areas of high performance computing and computer science, areas on which numerical science depends critically for its ability to move forward in answering key problems in science and engineering.
